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(as reviewed by Dr Lucy Cradduck) 
 
In Land Tax in Australia: Fiscal reform of sub-national government Vince Mangioni 
presents in single volume aspects of policy, law and practice relevant to taxing/rating of 
land within Australia. The text is a comprehensive work to be recommended to policy 
makers, practitioners, and other interested readers including, as the reviewer is, lawyers 
with an interest in property economics, land use and users. Due to the depth and breadth 
of coverage it would perhaps more accurately be entitled ‘Land Tax(es) in Australia…”. 
Designed as a call for changed to the current land tax system(s), and with a broad appeal 
for anyone with an interest in the property market, Land tax in Australia has many 
strengths. It presents detailed information on the policy behind existing laws and 
practices. Part 1 positions Australia now through a historical consideration of the 
evolution of land taxes. However, while the development history of land taxation is 
interesting, the reader (if they desire) loses nothing by moving straight to Part 2, which 
primarily examines current laws and practices. The Part 3 case studies provide 
invaluable insights into the approaches in the US, Canada, England, Ireland, Denmark 
and New Zealand. For those who act for recent immigrants, these assist with 
understanding their potential confusion with the Australian systems and serves to 
highlight matters that should be brought to their client’s attention. Part 4 concludes the 
text by challenging policy makers to reconsider the appropriate measures for the taxing 
of land. 
I found Chapter 4’s discussion of the valuation simulations to be most instructive. This 
considered the valuation process in practice and emphasised the importance of the text 
for valuers and those seeking to relying upon valuations they have commissioned. 
Where diagrams and tables were used they were instructive and effective. The 
summaries provided at the end of most chapters also assist the reader. Adding a 
summary to all chapters, as well as expanding the case studies to include consideration 
of close Asian jurisdictions, would be useful additions to a second edition. The text is a 
valuable resource for those wishing to have a better understanding of the complexities 
of land taxation and as such also would be a useful resource for a property economics 
program.  
However, there are some areas, which in future editions require attention to further 
support student use. The first is that the list of acronyms appears to be incomplete. 
The second, relates to the text’s engagement with legislation. Currently this is 
inconsistent as the text switches between merely stating section numbers to full 
repetition. Its use will need to be supplemented by engaging with the relevant laws and 
regulation; noting of course that as laws change over time any changes would need to be 
highlighted and that a core aspect of the text is in fact a call for change. It also would 
assist if relevant sections of legislation were included only within appendices (to assist 
with the flow of discussion); and a list of laws and cases included within the Contents 
area. These matters, however, are minor and do not detract from the text as a whole. 
Land Tax in Australia: Fiscal reform of sub-national government is an ideal resource 
for anyone wishing to have a comprehensive and authoritative text on Australian land 
taxation in his or her library.   Whilst land taxation in Australia is complicated, and 
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exacerbated by the varying state/territory approaches, the text explains in as 
straightforward as manner as possible both how the various systems operate as well as 
recommending change to be make land taxation as a system more effective. Concluding 
as it does with a call for harmonisation of the various approaches and laws, it can only 
be hoped all governmental policy makers, and the politicians, take the time to read it for 
themselves. 
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